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SPARE PARTS: Available to paid-up members only.
Note that our spares officers, like all members of the committee, are volunteers working on Club tasks in
their spare time. Where possible, we aim to send spares within 2-3 working days. Please be considerate
and telephone between 18:00 - 21:00 hours UK time.
Please Note that there is a similarly-named company, selling Roadster and other spares. To avoid error, please use
the contact phone and email details shown in this magazine.
BRAKES, STEERING, BACK AXLE, SUSPENSION

Chris Hewitt

ELECTRICAL, ENGINE AND EVERYTHING ELSE

Bob Hobbs

Always supply SAE when necessary. Cheques to be made payable to TROC Ltd.

Are you changing address in the near future? Please tell us! Email, write, or phone
between 6 and 9pm, to Roger Stone, membership secretary.
The Club Accounts and notes from the AGM are published in the April Globe each year. Members wishing to have a copy of the full Minutes of
the meeting should contact the Editor; they are available free of charge.
The views expressed in The Globe are those of the writers and not necessarily those of the editor, nor those of the Triumph Razoredge Owners
Club Ltd. Whilst every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of technical advice and information, such advice is heeded entirely at the member’s
own risk and neither the Club nor any individual shall be in any way liable for injury, loss or damage resulting directly or indirectly from
reliance on such advice or information. Triumph artwork reproduced by permission of British Motor Industry Heritage Trust. “THE GLOBE"
is the official newsletter of TROC LTD.

EDITORIAL
Welcome to spring, when the days warm and lengthen, the road salt gets washed away, and a splash of
sunshine makes you wonder why on earth you are driving an anonymous modern plastic lump when you
have a glorious Razoredge begging for a little attention and exercise. Of course, there’s always a job or
two which needs doing – and that is our challenge to you, for this edition. Please drop me a line, or an
email, perhaps with a picture: share with our readership the last little job you did on the car, or the job that
most needs doing. It will be very instructive to see what are our shared experiences, and what are the
points most frequently needing work. In my case, at the moment, brakes.
Please also take the time to review the report of our AGM report 2019 and future plans, on the following
pages. Comments, complaints and suggestions are always welcome.

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL TIME!

MAY 1ST IS NEAR!

We realise this is not one of those events you await with eager enthusiasm each year, but it IS vitally
important to the Club. Without you, we are nothing; just a shed full of spare parts and a bundle of
memories drifting apart. Our membership list data, and your subscriptions, are the essential fuel which
keeps the club running. Please check the information on the enclosed form is correct, fill in any gaps,
and send us your 2019-2020 subscription by the method of your choice. Details are on the form.
NOTE: WE CANNOT TAKE CREDIT/DEBIT CARD PAYMENTS OVER THE PHONE THIS YEAR.
National Rally plans: preparations are gaining pace, and you’ll find full details on page 20. Please join in
if you can – it is our only large gathering of the year, and numbers have grown in the last year or two.
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Correction: in our review of Graham Robson and Richard Langworth’s “Triumph Cars – The Complete
Story” in the February edition, I stated that the book did not have an index. This was an error: there is an
index, so even that minor criticism was unjustified. It’s a splendid book, and we commend it to you.
_____________________________________________________________________________ Editor
Our cover pictures for this issue:
Front – The newest Razoredge in the world, probably. See page 8.
Rear – A proposal for a social gathering. We discuss the future of TROC rallies and meetings on pages
13 and 18. If you have views, please make them known!

NOTES FROM THE AGM held at Chesford Grange Hotel, Kenilworth, commencing 10:30am.

Present: Chris Hewitt (Chair, and Spares), Bob Parsons (Secretary and Treasurer), Bob Hobbs (Technical
Officer and Spares), Roger Stone (Editor and Membership Secretary), John Bath (Historian, DVLA
liaison and publicity), Tom Robinson, Clive Lungmuss, Mike Sampson (other committee members).
Club Members present: Patricia Robinson (2), Jim Fender (679), Graham Beechey (939).
1. The Chairman opened the meeting and thanked those present for their attendance.
2. Bob Parsons presented the minutes of the last AGM, which were accepted. The only matter arising
concerned the proposal to combine the AGM with the Rally in 2020 – to be discussed later.
Companies House registration and Club insurances had been duly completed, although alternative
Insurers are being considered. Ten replies had been received to the AGM agendas posted out,
containing apologies for absence and all expressing satisfaction with the way the Club is managed.
There were two suggestions for the future of the Club Rally, which were read out, and taken into
account in later discussion.
3. Roger Stone reported on the successful production of six ‘Globes’ during the previous year. He
thanked the Club for its investment in a much-needed computer for use in the magazine
production, and thanked members who had contributed ideas, accounts or photographs for the
magazine during the past year. Printing and postal costs of the Globe had been kept down by some
51 members being happy to take the globe electronically.
He has been trawling archive copies of the Globe to produce a register of useful articles in a spread
sheet format.
4. Bob Hobbs commented that some of the original stocks of spare parts were now running low, but
the Club continues to be able to supply most essential consumables, and will continue to have
these made up as required, notably gaskets and refurbishment of temperature gauges.
Until the end of 2018, the Club used World Pay for members to pay for parts but this was proving
to be too costly and that an alternative like Paypal was better value.
Bob also clarified that the Club’s spares service is run by volunteers in their spare time, but that a
few members seem to expect same-day service or constant phone availability. Members from the
floor commented that the work of the spares officers is greatly appreciated, and that it is
unreasonable to expect immediate sourcing of parts by return, or 12-hour phone advice. A form of
words will be found to clarify this in the Newsletter, suggesting a 3 day turnaround.
5. Chris Hewitt said that his brakes/suspension spares had been generally quiet, but that he had
needed to top-up some of our stocks, mainly brake cylinders during the year.
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6. Bob Parsons presented detailed breakdown of expenditure and income for the accounts for the past
year, which showed a healthy balance in both the General and the Spares accounts, and
accordingly no need to review the subscription fees. The summary sheets follow this report.
7. John Bath commented on having been able to assist some members in reclaiming lost registrations
with DVLA, but that it is clear DVLA require a car to be roadworthy for this to take place – having
come into possession of a pile of dismantled parts will not do. John will not be able to be present
at this year’s Rally, but has arranged that Tom Robinson will take some photographs and collect
information for a press report to Triumph World and perhaps other outlets.
8. Roger Stone reported that membership has now risen to 167, a higher level than for several years
past, with new members joining up at a steady rate of three each couple of months. This is mainly
the result of ‘barn find’ cars being rediscovered, sold on, and the new owners joining. The 167 is
made up of 135 UK members, 24 overseas, 4 associate and 4 honorary members.
9. Elections of Committee members: the Committee were all prepared to continue to serve the Club,
and were re-elected en bloc.
10. There was discussion of the future arrangements for Club rallies. It was noted that Rally
attendance has been at a low level in recent years, and there was a feeling that something needs to
be done to revive interest. Several ideas were aired, including:
a. Combining with the AGM, with the officer’s reports having been previously published in
the Globe.
b. Change of venue, perhaps moving around the country to give other members an
opportunity to take part.
c. Separating from joint rally with the Roadsters, but perhaps still inviting the Mayflowers to
join us.
-

It was left to the Committee to take this further in the closed committee meeting which would
follow the AGM.

The date of the next AGM would be announced through the Globe newsletter.
The meeting closed 12.00.
Addenda: financial summary sheets (see overleaf).
Editor’s Note: the key things to notice, on the following Accounts pages, are that the General Account
shows a healthy balance instead of needing to have been supported from the Spares Account as in 20152017 – this is thanks to the rise in membership fees which took place last year; and that the Spares
Account continues to show a strong positive balance, so that the Club is able to continue to buy spares
when they are available and source re-manufacture when required.

______________________________________________________________
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NEWS OF CARS; CARS CHANGING HANDS
Our front-cover car this edition is new to the Club, having been quietly
resident in North London nearly all its life. It is TDC 2796 DL, and was first
registered on November 16th 1954 by
Gladys Harley, of 2 Northwick Circle in
Harrow, which would have been just as
prestigious an address then as today.
Are you paying attention? Did that date
and the commission number not cause a
startled lift of the eyebrows?

Picture from Chris Heeran

The Triumph Renown ceased production in October 1954, just eight
years after the first TDs were produced. Sales were slowing
throughout 1953 and 54, as the style for streamlined and rounded
shapes took hold. Only 2,800 TDCs were made, numbered up to
Image courtesy Google Street View
TDC 2799 (plus TDC 3000 LIM, a one-off extra numbered out of
sequence because it was a Limousine, and supplied as part of a special order with two other Limousines,
TDC 2189 and TDC 2190, in October 1953, possibly to the British Transport Commission LMR Region.
TDC 2191 had already been issued to a normal TDC, so the out-of-sequence number 3000 was allocated.
We understand TDC 3000 LIM still survives, in Russia, but it is older than this car. Historian John Bath
has also discovered that TDC 2800 was commissioned, but never finished.)
TDC 2796 DL is therefore the third from last Razoredge ever made, and we have no records of any of the
subsequent three cars having survived. We have therefore some confidence in proclaiming it to be the
newest Renown in the world. John Bath’s production records show it was built on 27th October 1954.
After a little over eight years with Gladys Harley in Harrow, the car passed in January 1963 to George
Henry Mann, of Grove Avenue in Finchley, and then to Mr Christopher Heeran in Harringay. He still
owns it, and, some years ago, moved to County Mayo in Ireland where the car was re-registered with the
Republic as ZV 3478. I would imagine that Irish rural roads must suit the car very well indeed. With his
daughter Sharon they have now decided to join the Club, and we are delighted to welcome them.

Picture courtesy of Sharon Heeran

This car therefore ousts member Andy Kemp, from Colchester, who has TDC 2763 DL, from being the
owner of the youngest Razoredge in the Club; but I’m sure he won’t mind too much.
7
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Another new member from overseas is Pierangelo Sarto, whose car, TDA 657 DL, is a Dorset registration
from 1949. One of Tom Robinson’s records says it was seen, derelict, in Bournemouth in 2001, and I
managed to find the relevant press clipping. Pietro intends to make a complete renovation of the car, and
is in touch with our member Tony Norris in Hull who is working through the same process with TDA 509
DL, HWX 806, a car just a month older than Pietro’s.

One of the good things about being the communications hub for TROC is the chance to bring together
members who can help each other out. Towards the end of last year Jacques Faerber, in Switzerland,
contacted us seeking replacement parts for his gearbox and rear differential, which were making noises
reminiscent of heavy industry. His car is an early TD, and
as we only have limited stocks of spares for the early
models; the club could not help. We appealed through the
Globe, and two members were able to offer what was
needed. Stewart Langton was able to supply the gearbox,
and David Shulver was able to ship a differential. Neither
of those items are easy to package and ship. Jacques was
particularly impressed with the differential – “David is an
artist!”
Now it just needs new bearings, and the work can be put in
hand. The Club’s thanks go to David and Stewart – it’s the
spirit which makes it all worth-while, as well as possible.
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DO YOU THINK THIS IS WHAT THEY HAD IN MIND?
The car seen below is a Rolls-Royce 25/30, coachbuilt by Freestone and Webb in 1937. This, and the
Bentley Mark VI, must have been the razor-edge style which Sir John Black had in mind when he asked
Alec Dick to come up with a sketch for him to take to Mulliners, where Les Moore then created the
detailed drawings – later slightly modified by Walter Belgrove at Standard – for our cars.
Should you fancy owning one, and have a spare £32,500, the actual car below is for sale at the moment,
from the wonderful Real Car Company at Bethesda in North Wales, about five miles from Bangor.

Images reproduced with permission from the Real Car Company.

Now there’s a tool-kit.
You could pop along and ask to take it for a little test-drive up
over the Llanberis Pass, perhaps. Tempting. Find them on the
web at http://www.realcar.co.uk/Cars-for-Sale.htm . They have
several more equally mouth-watering Rolls, Bentley and others
for sale. I did suggest they might like to extend their price-range
a little downmarket by snapping up some of the excellent Triumph Razoredges for sale at the moment, and
sent them a copy of the December Globe featuring Charles Richards’ excellent specimen, but I fear they
were not tempted.
However, I suspect this is exactly the
look Tomas Malan had in mind when he
restored his car, TDB 5359, as reported
in detail in the April 2017 edition of the
Globe. Note that he has taken the line
of the white down in a curve at the rear,
echoing the line of the wing. Unusual,
but very effective.
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Similarly coloured – but note the difference in the white at
the rear, following the bonnet-window line straight back is NXU 718, TDC 1556, member Keith Daly’s car which
is currently advertised on Ebay. The claimed mileage is
only 28,000 miles, and we have nothing (from the DVLA
MoT records which show only a few hundred miles each
year since 2008, or from the Club records where it has been
registered since the 1970s) which might challenge that
unusually low total. The asking price is £11,500.

Below, more unusual colouring, and perhaps less to most people’s taste. Robin Hewat reports:
“I went to the ACA auction at Kings Lynn last Saturday and saw the yellow and white Renown sell for
£4,600 plus buyers premium. I feel that the paint colours were a dreadful combination and did not help.
Basically, the car was in reasonable nick. The seat leather colouring was very faded and there was a bit of
stitching needed doing. The engine sounded rather rough but
this should not be too great a problem. I would estimate it
would need 3 to 4 thousand pounds spending on it to make it
'nice', unless one is an accomplished body-prep and paint
sprayer! The engine bay looked untidy but this is a relatively
minor challenge. Seemed a fair price!”
The car is TDC 2670 DLO, a late TDC from July 1954. It’s
not the original registration: this one, TFU 509, comes from
Lindsey in Lincolnshire for 1959. The car was in the Club
back in 1989, under this plate, but its colour then was Cotman
grey, and it was resident in Grimsby.
Our new member Chris Blackman, who is looking for a Razoredge, was also there and in his judgement
this one didn’t justify more than around £3,000. He tells us, also, that XVV 275, one of the white
Renowns advertised and sold through Matthewson’s Auctions a few months ago, is back again for sale.
It’s a high-mileage car, in not very good condition, so would need plenty of work.
Two cars for sale on the internet through Gumtree, both of which would need a great deal of work and
both having been stored for twenty years or more, are LDU 617, a TDB in Newport, asking £3,500 -

- and MYH 491, which is TDC 776 DLO, asking £3,000. This car has been fitted with seatbelts, but that
is not necessarily a good thing – if fitted, they would need to comply with the seatbelt mounting
regulations and would become part of the MoT test checks, should you decide to submit the car to one. It
10
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is claimed that the storage has been dry – and by implication, therefore, the ash frame should be sound. It
is certainly dusty enough.

It is interesting, and very encouraging, that cars keep
emerging. MYH does not appear anywhere in the Club’s
records that I can find; but LDU was with us, in three
different ownerships, in the 1980s and 90s, before
disappearing for a twenty-year slumber. Not all the
emerging cars are long-term storage; the front cover car,
now in Ireland, has been in regular use.
_______________________________________________________________

NEW SIGN NEEDED?
Member Alan Kormes wonders whether we need a new road-sign:
‘Danger, beware low-flying Mayflowers’.
That is his own champagne-coloured TDB 2137 bravely lurking
underneath. I do hope the lift is securely locked.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE CLUB ACTIVITIES
In the TROC Committee, we have been looking for some time at ways of re-invigorating the annual rally
to make it more attractive to larger numbers of members. One of the comments received with the AGM
feedback questions regretted the way that the Rally no longer feels like a coming-together of a band of old
friends, and instead by joining
with the Roadster and Mayflower
clubs has become just ‘a group of
cars gathered in a field’. Others
might disagree with this
interpretation – I have always
found the rallies to be welcoming
and quite convivial – but
certainly, our average attendance
has declined in recent years.
Just a part of the rally field in July 1993 – when there were three different meetings
including a road run with the Roadsters in Derbyshire and a meeting in Peterborough.

However, this may just be a reflection of the age of the Club – our founder members meeting in the
nineteen-seventies and eighties were younger, and ambitiously growing and enlarging a new enterprise.
Today, many of us are older and we are more concerned with maintaining the status quo.

These photos are from the Moselle run in 2013 of Roadsters, pictures from Robin Hewat who is a member
of both Clubs. Different areas of the Roadster club undertake runs to France
or Spain every couple of years. He proposes closer ties between the three
clubs, and certainly chances of taking part in trips like this for the
Razoredges or Mayflowers on their own would seem to be minimal – what
do we think? It’s just a discussion point. Please let us know if you’re likely
to be interested.
We are actively exploring other possibilities for the 2020 Rally, and
suggestions are very welcome. Committee members Clive Lungmuss and
Mike Sampson are leading the research, and members with ideas might like
to contact either or both of them – contact details are inside the front cover.
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Technical from Bob Hobbs:

Electronic Ignition Systems
versus the Original Contact Breaker and its Friends

A question that is often posed by members is whether to fit electronic ignition to their cars. This is a
subject that can provoke entrenched opinions on “how bad old systems are” and how everything new is
“the answer to our prayers”. Somewhere between these two extremes lies reality. My usual response to
members is that one should consider what is the issue that is leading to the question. To that end, I offer
several thoughts to raise awareness of the benefits and possible drawback of making changes to the
ignition system.
As originally installed the ignition system on all variants of our cars followed the convention of most
vehicles produced in the 1940s and 1950s. The system has four key components, the ignition coil, the
contact breaker, the capacitor (condenser to some older people), and the rotor arm/distributor cap. For
those who are not familiar with what does what the functions of each of these are as described below:
1. Ignition coil: the means by which the 12 volt electrical supply is manipulated to obtain sufficient
high voltage, in the region of 15,000 volts, to provide the all-important spark within the fuel-air
mixture in the cylinders. One of the primary terminals of the ignition coil is connected to the 12
volt supply of the car whilst the other low voltage terminal is connected to the contact breaker.
Typical life of an ignition coil is many years and several hundred thousand miles. Reliability is not
a problem!
2. Contact breaker: This is merely an engine driven switch that allows current to flow through the
ignition coil until the correct point in the engine’s rotation to ignite the compressed fuel-air
mixture in the cylinder. Typical life, 10,000 miles, therefore, for most of our needs now with these
cars, several years.
3. Capacitor: This is connected across the “switch” or contact breaker. When the contact breaker is
opened by the cam on the central rotating shaft within the distributor the current that is flowing in
the coil tries to continue to flow. The full physics of what happens next is beyond what is
necessary for this article. Suffice to say that the end result is that a very high voltage is induced in
the secondary winding of the ignition coil. Typical life 100,000 miles or 50 years. Reliability not a
problem.
4. Rotor arm & Distributor cap: The very high voltage being produced by the ignition coil needs to be
connected to the appropriate spark plug. The rotor arm and distributor cap together form a high
voltage switch that performs this function. Typical life, variable dependant on maintenance.
Reliability therefore questionable in some circumstances.
It is a mistaken belief that every 10,000 miles one has to change the contact breaker, capacitor and
rotor arm. The ONLY routine change specified in the workshop manual is to change the contact
breaker at 10,000 mile intervals.
I have suggested at Point 4. above that the reliability of these components is questionable. The
problem with any high voltage system is that it needs to be kept clean in order to prevent stray paths
for the electricity to follow. It really does like to meander amongst oil, mud and general grime. The
result is that the energy destined for the spark plugs becomes dissipated through the dirt and one then
has poor performance from the engine both in starting and overall power output. If the condition is
allowed to persist then the result can be that the properties of the insulation that forms the structure of
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the rotor arm and the cap of the distributor become damaged and then continue to conduct even if they
are then cleaned.
After-market electronic ignition systems are many and various. Their manufacturers make claims
about performance and reliability. Remember, they are trying to empty your piggy banks. Our cars
started out in life with positive earth electrics. Most of the commercial offerings of electronic ignition
require negative earth supplies as on modern and very old pre-war cars. Our cars can easily be
changed over, provided they are not fitted with radios or any other polarity sensitive electronics. If one
desires to make such a change then the Club’s Technical Officer can provide accurate information on
what to do.
The simplest electronic systems replace the contact beaker with either magnetic or optical sensors that
control the current flow in the ignition coil. Many of them also eliminate the capacitor and have their
own one within the “package”. Fitting one of these types of electronic ignition systems does have the
benefit of removing the need to change the points every 10,000 miles. However, question yourself as
to how long it takes you cover 10,000 miles. Also, if one undertakes regular under bonnet activity one
has the chance of spotting other issues such as water and oil leaks.
Rather more complex than the units that just replace the contact breaker are those that remove the
capacitor in the distributor and feature one that is rapidly charged to a high voltage, often around 350
volts, which is then discharged extremely fast into the ignition coil. These systems are often promoted
as given better starting performance, especially when the battery is not as good as it should be. These
systems will for a short time overcome the dirty ignition system deficiencies as the output from the
ignition coil is rather higher than the basic original system. This is of course only avoiding the need for
routine cleaning of ignition leads and distributor caps (inside and out). The dirt remains as attractive as
ever for the high voltage and failure will be inevitable.
One of the most complete makeovers is one that I chose to do. This is where the whole distributor is
replaced with a system that, within a standard look-a-like body, has a fully electronic system. This
provides the correct ignition timing curve and also measures the vacuum in the throat of the
carburettor. Some of these have pre-programmed advance curves and one selects the nearest to our
engine’s need whilst others are user programmable. The latter allows tuning to deal with the use of
unleaded fuel and to give a more accurate advance curve than can be obtained with the simple balance
weight and spring system as used originally. The main issue with this is the cost, some £350 when I
fitted mine around three years ago. Despite all the cleverness of this unit it still is not able to self-clean
the plug leads and look for any developing problems elsewhere in the engine bay.
The really elegant change is to have a fully electronic system that derives the ignition timing from a
toothed wheel or the flywheel teeth and uses multiple ignition coils thus eliminating the distributor
completely. One of my sons has done this on a Series III Land Rover together with fitting fuel
injection. This has revolutionised the performance of the Land Rover, especially when deep wading on
the Somerset levels a year or three back when he was helping bring relief to stranded villagers.
Is it worth making any changes to the original system? My personal opinion is that the best and most
cost effective way to have a reliable ignition system is to use a clean piece of rag, perhaps moistened
with a little petrol or similar but less dangerous cleaning fluid, and keep the whole system clean. I do
mine at each oil change interval, 3000 miles as scheduled by Standard Triumph’s own handbooks. I
have found that the programmable distributor has significantly improved the general behaviour of the
engine, especially at low speeds. If one can afford it then it is worth doing. The in-between solutions
will not provide much benefit over the performance of a well maintained original system.
A final thought from me is that as far as support from the Club is concerned we will always provide
help and spares for any original systems on our cars. If one chooses to fit alternative devices and have
problems then one is on one’s own – other than seeking help on the Internet which is an excellent way
of getting multiple opinions and not so much fact!
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OUT AND ABOUT:
Terry Telke’s TDC 2260 is seen below in Dobson, North Carolina, in the foothills of the Blue Ridge
mountains. His car is looking very good, and is seen here in the company of other Triumphs in America.

Picture by Terry Telke

It was a 300-mile round trip for him, but
still only a fraction of the distance that
most of the American Razoredge owners
have to travel if they wish to meet up. In
the UK of course we are much more
densely-packed, and of our 130 English
and Welsh members there are about 100
who will have a shorter trip than Terry’s if
they wish to join us at the club rally this
year, at Coughton Court (National Trust)
just south of Birmingham.
The American wide open spaces: for scale, the yellow bar in Texas
is 500 miles long. Image courtesy of Google Earth.

One slightly more distant UK member who usually joins us – and contests the Distance Award with me –
is Pat Saunders from Southampton, who writes: “I hope you and your Renown are well. I feel quite guilty
as I have been to a few local events but failed to send you any details. Hopefully I am about to remedy this
if the below info is of any use.
“I have recently joined a local club the South Hants Vehicle Preservation Society. It’s an all-makes club
with regular meetings in Fareham, Hants. On Saturday 23rd March the club organised a scenic run from
15
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Denmead Hants to Forest Lodge Garden Centre,
Farnham (Surrey). The start was a rural car park
where SHVPS club chairman Clive Brown took a
photograph of my Renown OPJ 972.
“22 old vehicles were present for the 2-hour run
followed by lunch at the Garden Centre. At the
conclusion of the run, members had reserved
parking where my Renown was parked next to an
Autovia. This is a new make to me and I was
surprised at the radiator badge proclaiming it
made in Coventry. It looked quite foreign. The
Autovia was a big luxury sports saloon apparently
made briefly by Riley as an attempt at the luxury
car market. I understand that only 44 cars were
ever made.
OPJ 972, TDB 2451 DL, on the far side of the Autovia – picture from Pat Saunders
“I intended sending in the photo I took of the group with my
Renown parked next to the Autovia but I was very presently
surprised upon receiving the SHVPS April magazine to see my
Renown on the front cover.
“Clive had used his photo for the magazine and the club logo
makes a very pretty frame for the Renown. If it’s of any use
for the Globe feel free to edit or omit as you wish, I won’t
mind.
“Next month I have been asked to drive an ex London
Routemaster for another local car club outing, a visit to an Air
Museum.”

Editor’s Note: An important part of TROC’s aims is
to raise the profile and public awareness of the
Razoredge cars, and any publication like this –
especially a front-cover splash of this quality – is to
be celebrated.
Another pair of springtime outings were reported by
by Harry Beacall and by Paul Collard, whose TDB
3907 is looking very good in the spring sunshine,
right.
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Chris and Sue Burgess’ TDB 5175 looking glorious at Mornington peninsula, Australia, on Drive Your
Triumph day – Sir John Black’s birthday in February.

Photo: Chris Burgess

From nearer home, Mike
Sampson writes: “Graham
Beechey and myself
thought we would keep up
the tradition we started
with the late Alan Walton
meeting up with the cars
for a pub lunch in
Oxfordshire. We used to
meet at Charlbury with
Alan but on this occasion
we chose The Greedy
Goose near to Chipping
Norton to give the cars a
more equidistant run for
us both.
We were certainly lucky with the weather at the beginning of this Easter warm-up, a beautiful day to be
out in a Renown.”
Should these local and informal meetings, and local all-makes club gatherings like that described by Pat
Saunders above, which we actively promote through the What’s On pages, be regarded as meeting the
social needs of our members? Does the national annual Rally still serve a purpose? Or should the Club be
doing more? Please contribute to the discussion. Messages to Clive Lungmuss and Mike Sampson
(contact details inside the front cover) will be helpful. See also page 13.
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WHAT’S ON: FORTHCOMING EVENTS for 2019
A list of suggested events which might be of interest to help you plan your motoring activities.
If you know of a good event in your area, please recommend it. Emails to the Editor.

If you are out in your car – do please send us some pictures afterwards!
(It doesn’t have to be super-special. It’s always good to share Razoredges out and about.)

Are the events
which you’ll be
attending in the
coming months
mentioned here?

We would like to provide a chance for Club Members to meet up with others,
especially in those regions which are distant from the Club’s annual Rally.
If YOU are planning on going to a classic meeting or event, please email or
write to the Editor, and we’ll give it a mention in this column. It doesn’t
commit you to anything – if in the end you don’t make it, there’s no harm done
– but Razoredges are thin on the ground these days, and it’s good to see two or
three together!
This appeal is world-wide, like our membership.

Sunday 28th April

DRIVE IT DAY – send us your stories and pictures!

Sunday 19th May

Standard Triumph picnic and hog roast at Wroxall Abbey – see back cover.

26th – 27th May

Cheshire Classic Car and Motorcycle Show at Capesthorne Hall. Includes
Jaguars on the Sunday, Mercedes-Benz and American on Monday. A chance to
view some alternative versions of the luxury car.

Saturday 1st June

Letchworth Garden City Classic and Vintage Car Club is holding a Picnic in the
Park – at Fairclough Hall Farm, Halls Green, Weston in Hertfordshire, SG4
7DP. If that sounds interesting visit www.lgccvcc.co.uk or call 01462 674 347.

Sunday 2nd June
Razoredge
present
June 15th – 16th

Coughton Court,
TROC summer
rally venue,
Sunday 23rd June
2019
See following page for
details.
MANY!
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Norwich Classic Vehicle Club Annual Show at Strumpshaw Steam Museum,
Norwich. Sounds like a good one – lots going on and entry to the Steam
Museum as well.
The Bath Festival of Motoring, at Walcot Rugby Ground: lots of activities
built around the car events.
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Sat Nav: use B49 5HU then follow brown signs.

The summer national rally will again see us joining with the Roadster and Mayflower clubs and
converging on a National Trust property, this time at Coughton Court in Warwickshire, about midway
between Redditch and Alcester. It is a fine house with a long history, well worth a tour during the day.
The nominated hotel for those who would
like to stay overnight and come together
for an evening meal on the Saturday is
Honiley Court Hotel, a country hotel on
the A4177 about thirty minutes’ drive
from Coughton. If you are considering
staying over, the hotel website is
www.honileycourt-hotel.co.uk and the
telephone number is 01926 484 234.
As last year some will be coming up on
the Friday to make a proper weekend of
it. On the Saturday some kind of optional
activities are proposed – possibly a visit
to the two notable local castles, Warwick
and Kenilworth.
On the Sunday there is no charge for
entry to the Rally but we have been
asked to get as many of the classic cars as
possible on site between 9:30 and 10:30am, using the coach entrance, which is just a little further North
up the A435. Members arriving after 10:30 use the normal public entrance, but will still be able to join us
in the classic car display area. Dogs on leads are permitted in the Rally area.
If you are staying at the Honiley Court for the Saturday evening meal (£25), please let them know your
preferences for the meal when you book.
STARTERS: Cream of leek and potato soup, or
Fishcakes served with a tartar sauce, or Smoked
chicken served with a Caesar salad.
MAINS:
Half a roasted chicken served with skin on
fries and side salad
Pork loin served with mustard mash,
greens beans and cider cream sauce
Roasted Striploin of Beef served with
Yorkshire pudding, red wine and thyme jus
(£3.50 SUPPLEMENT)
Basil, tomato and red pepper risotto
DESSERTS
Sticky toffee pudding served with a toffee
sauce
Chocolate brownie, served with ice cream
Fruits of the forest Eton mess

Sat Nav: use B49 5HU then follow brown signs.
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ITEMS FOR SALE AND WANTED; OFFERS OF SERVICE

Advertisers are asked to keep an eye on their advertisements in subsequent issues of the Globe, and to inform the editor
when items are no longer for sale, or no longer sought. Email editor@trocltd.com .

Please Note that there is a similarly-named company, selling Roadster and other spares. To avoid
error, please use the contact phone and email details shown in this magazine.

TROC offers no guarantee of the bona fides of any advertiser. Members transacting business with any
member or non-member do so entirely at their own risk and are recommended to take all normal precautions
when doing so. You are strongly recommended to ascertain the suitability of parts or cars to your
requirements.
FOR SALE: I have been a member of TROC for many years (no.80) and hope to continue; however I
find myself in a position where I reluctantly am having to put up for sale my much-loved Renown. I have
problems in my left leg which makes driving a car with a clutch very difficult. The sale would include the
original Log Book along with some early service sheets, and a copy of the "Readers Digest" May 1977
where the photo of the car is incorrectly shown as a "1950" Triumph Renown. The car was photographed
at The Festival of Motoring at Penshurst Place in 1976 which was where I eventually joined the newlyformed TROC! TRB 6407 DL was first registered 28th December 1951 for
delivery 1st January 1952. Original Log Book (still retained) shows first lady
owner sold the car in March 1953 to a relative of the present owner, who
inherited it in 1974. Although the car had been off the road for 3 years at
that time, it passed its MoT. Although still only having covered 76,500
miles, it has never been off the road since.
Sadly it is having to be sold due to the health of the present owner. MOT
valid until September 2019; asking price £8000. If you require more
information please contact me, Charles Richards, at on 01892 528 231, mobile 07809 075 227.
FOR SALE: four Avon Speedrunner cross-ply tyres, only lightly worn; and a front bumper for
TDB/TDC, would do for everyday use or for re-chroming. Contact Lloyd Evans on 01388 710 394.
WANTED: Tool Set – Paul Collard would like to acquire a complete and authentic set of tools as
originally supplied with the car. If you have a complete set or just some of the components available, (see
the article by Dick Mower in the October 2015 Globe for chapter and verse of what there was) – please
contact Paul on 07935 385 779 .
A set of pictures of the parts and the car: https://1drv.ms/f/s!Ang8X_RmYTfqa5lHRJEg6G_2sP8 .
FOR SALE: an extensive range of spares for sale, including: original manuals. Set of doors. Grille.
Radiator. Wheels. Tyres and rims. Rear number plate box, incomplete. Heater. Door handles. Steering
wheel. Headlamps and side lights. Front interior arm-rests. Bonnet. All in various states, and other bits
and pieces. Contact: Colin Baxter, phone number 07860 605079. Cheshire.
WANTED – the following parts for 1954 TDC: interior boot light; aluminium curved internal wheel arch
trims x2; aluminium internal trims to floor of door openings – two large shaped ones to front, two shorter
ones to rear; metal trim to front door pillar (carries front door striker plate/catch) x2; curved metal door
retainers x2 front, x2 rear. Dashboard knob S & H. Bonnet hinges, boot panel hinge. TDC jack and toolkit.
Also a locking petrol cap please. Chrome parts: 2x headlight rims, front cowling, 2x strips to rear side
windows, 2x front strips to windscreen, also rubber gaskets to headlights. Contact Andy Kemp, 25 Heath
Road, Alresford, Essex CO7 8DT; phone 01206 825 319.
FOR SALE TDB 2024 registered NUM 629. No MoT, some work required on bodywork. Good running
engine and £400-worth of spares and workshop manual will be included in this reluctant sale. More
details from David Jones on 07833 059 154.
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FOR SALE: TDB 1671 DL, engine 1677E, reg. ERD 681, near Reading. Owned by the same family
since new. Would make a good project for someone who would like to give the car some much-needed
attention. Open to enquiries and offers. Please contact John Sibley on 01491 628 544.
FOR SALE – the fifth-oldest known Razoredge, TD 919 DL, registration
GHP 909, first registered June 1947. This car is described as complete,
original and untouched, and has been stored dry for thirty or forty years.
Believed to have had only one owner; full documentation believed to be
available. Offers in the region of £6,000. Contact Seamus Nugent, in Newry,
Co Down, Northern Ireland: phone 0035 3876 879 053 or 02830 868 493.
FOR SALE: TDB 2093 DL, MAR 521, first registered 15th September
1950. Engine No V4636FJ. The vehicle has had 3 owners since new. The
last MoT expired May 14th 1983. The car has been garaged since then; the
engine was last run in 2014. Fulcrum pins and bushes for both offside and
nearside are required, also rear exhaust pipe. Other spares are available as part of the sale. Original
handbook. The leatherwork and carpets are in very good order including boot. The vehicle is sold as seen;
OFFERS OVER £5,000. Bedfordshire; telephone 01525 712 947, J E Washington.
FOR SALE: One wheel (no tyre) DRO 4½” Jx 16” SR; 1 wheel (no tyre) 4”x16”. Both have just been
powder-coated silver. 2x inner front wings for TDB. Contact Andy Kemp, 25 Heath Road, Alresford,
Essex CO7 8DT; phone 01206 825 319.
FOR SALE, TD spares, steering column and box; some front suspension parts. Contact Bob on 01959
533216 (near M25 J4).
FOR SALE: Pair of alloy door hinge pillars. Contact
sue@sdalton.plus.com

Irving Dalton on 01430 860 833 or Email

FOR SALE, Rear jacking points for TD and TDA models, £85; RF95 voltage regulators, reconditioned
with new parts, £75; Temperature gauge capillary tube repairs, £85. Postage extra. Keith Gulliford, Tel:
02380 734 832. Email; keith.gulliford@talktalk.net.
WANTED, for my TDB breakdown truck - the ironwork which attaches a tow-hitch to the chassis; a
warning triangle, using reflectors. 01733 577301.
____________________________________________________________________________________
SPARES FROM TROC FOR THE 1800 ENGINE
Bob Hobbs has in stock hoses for the 1800 engine as follows; • Top hose
• Bottom with heater outlet that can be blanked off
• By pass hose

£14.75 P&P extra
£13.75 P&P extra
£ 8.00 P&P extra

NOW AVAILABLE FROM TROC
Workshop manuals for the 1800, reproduced from an original copy and bound in a flat-opening plastic
pocket page ring binder. Available from Tom Robinson at £47.50 plus P&P.
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IN MEMORIAM: John Haynes 1938-2019
It is with great sadness that we report the death of John H Haynes OBE, the
creator of the famous Haynes Manual, founder of the Haynes Publishing Group
PLC and the Haynes International Motor Museum in Somerset. John passed
away peacefully surrounded by his family on the evening of Friday 8th February,
aged 80, after a short illness. John was a kind, generous, loving and devoted
husband, brother, father and grandfather, who will be missed enormously. Our
thoughts are with his wife Annette, his sons and the families.
John was born on 25th March 1938 to Harold and Violette Haynes in Ceylon, where his father was the
manager of a tea plantation. From an early age John had a passion for cars, and as a child he loved nothing
more than riding around the plantation with his father in their Morris 8 saloon.
At the age of 12 he moved to the UK with his brother David, to attend boarding school at Sutton Valence
School in Kent. It was at school that John’s flair for art and his entrepreneurial spirit developed and
flourished. He persuaded his House Master to allow him to miss rugby and instead spend his time converting
an Austin 7 into a lightweight sporty Austin 7 ‘Special’. He eventually sold the car, making a reasonable
profit, and owing to the immense interest it received (over 150 replies to the advert) he decided to produce
a booklet showing other enthusiasts how he'd made it. He published a booklet entitled “Building A ‘750’
Special’; the first print run of 250 copies sold out in 10 days.
After leaving school John joined the Royal Air Force to do his National Service and was posted to Aden
and it was there that he created the first Haynes Manual. An RAF colleague had bought a ‘Frogeye’ Sprite,
which was in poor condition and he asked John to help him rebuild it. John agreed, and quickly realised that
the official factory manual was not designed to help the average car owner. He bought a camera and captured
the process of dismantling and rebuilding the engine. The use of step-by-step photo sequences linked to
exploded diagrams became the trusted hallmark of Haynes Manuals. The first Haynes Manual, for the Austin
Healey Sprite, was published in 1966, and the first print run of 3,000 sold out in less than 3 months. To date
over 200 million Haynes Manuals have been sold around the world.
John’s publishing success meant that he was able to enjoy his passion for cars, and he became a prolific
collector. In 1985 he founded the Haynes International Motor Museum in Sparkford, Somerset as an
Educational Charitable Trust, bequeathing his collection of 30 cars to the charity to be held for the benefit
of the nation. John continued to support the museum charity throughout his life by donating cars and funding
its growth, and thanks to his support the museum has grown and now displays more than 400 vehicles, and
is enjoyed by over 125,000 people a year. At the 2014 International Historic Motoring Awards the museum
was recognised as The Museum of the Year, and a visit to it was described by John Bath in the June 2014
Globe.
Read the full obituary here: https://haynes.com/en-gb/john-harold-haynes-obe-obituary. From FBHVC.
IMPORTANT NOTE: Please be very cautious when working on or fitting any item to your car, unless you
take full responsibility for what you’re doing, and you have the necessary level of skill and expertise to be
sure that the work you undertake on your car leaves it safe and roadworthy. If in doubt, have work done by
a properly-qualified professional. Any accounts given in the GLOBE are only the experiences of a member,
and are no substitute for a workshop manual; we are sharing ideas and experiences, not offering guidance
on what might or might not need doing on your car.
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